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EN BANC REVIEW OF RETAIL DIGITAL NETWORK CASE IS
UNDERWAY
All 11 judges from the 9th Circuit gathered in San Francisco this past week to
hear oral arguments on the Retail Digital Network appeal, per Alcohol Law
Review blog. This step marks the beginning of the "en banc" review of the case.
The blog gave us a brief summary of what took place last week saying, the
"judges did seem to struggle with the speciﬁc details of the law in question [tiedhouse laws] and how it works in the marketplace" and the panel also had plenty
of "questions on the state of commercial free speech law in the United States
Supreme Court."
The blog didn't offer up its guess on the ﬁnal outcome as it is a "terribly
imprecise science," but it did say, "with additional cases on commercial free
speech pending before the Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit may take awhile to
issue a decision."

Missouri Broadcasters Association Wins Appeal of Lawsuit
Challenging the State's Restrictive Alcohol Advertising Statute
and Regulations
JEFFERSON CITY, MO, January 20, 2017 - Yesterday the U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit unanimously revived our lawsuit that challenges a
Missouri statute and two Missouri regulations that we believe illegally limit
alcohol advertising.

These Missouri laws prevent consumers from receiving truthful information in
advertising. Speciﬁcally, although retailers can offer price discounts and
promotions on alcoholic beverages, these laws keep citizens from learning about
those discounts in advance, through radio, television, and newspaper ads.
Our radio and television stations are key sources of information for Missourians.
Just as with news, listeners and viewers learn about the availability of goods and
services through radio and TV advertising, and a restriction on advertising
truthful information only keeps relevant and useful information from consumers.
That's why the MBA and several other entities challenged these laws under the
First Amendment, and its guarantee of commercial free speech.
The antiquated Missouri laws at issue prohibit our advertisers from being able to
advertise alcohol discounts, even though those discounts can be advertised on
premise. The state contends that the restrictions are intended to discourage binge
drinking, but binge drinking is more likely to be encouraged by promotions
inside a bar than from media advertisements heard or seen in one's living room.
The MBA is pleased that the appeals court pointed out the many inconsistencies
in the regulations, which we believe demonstrate their unconstitutionality. The
Supreme Court's precedents protecting truthful commercial speech permit
restrictions on commercial speech only if they are closely tailored to the state's
needs, and we believe the many inconsistencies in Missouri alcohol advertising
regulations show that these laws are not so limited.
Additionally, because advertising of special pricing is allowed in all our
bordering states, we believe that these laws create an unfair competitive
disadvantage to Missouri businesses.
The laws are also ill-suited for the era social media, which college students in a
bar can use to instantly publicize alcohol discounts, and to today's world of
ubiquitous and growing microbreweries and wineries, which have special
exemptions from some of the restrictions.
If these laws are found unconstitutional, or removed by legislative and regulatory
action, price-conscious consumers will have better information and be able to
make better alcoholic beverage purchasing choices.
The immediate effect of the Eighth Circuit decision is to send the case back to
the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri. MBA and its coplaintiffs intend to vigorously pursue their claims in that court, particularly in
light of the Eighth Circuit's legal analysis which is highly favorable to the
strength and validity of these claims.
For more information contact: Mark Gordon, President/CEO Missouri
Broadcasters Association 573-636-6692

US appeals court reinstates suit over Missouri alcohol ads
By JIM SUHR Associated Press Updated Jan 19, 2017
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - A federal appeals court on Thursday revived a
lawsuit challenging Missouri regulations that broadcasters and others say

illegally limit how they can market alcohol.
In reinstating the case, which was tossed out last year by U.S. District Judge
Fernando Gaitan Jr. at the state's behest, an 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
panel unanimously ruled the plaintiffs "plausibly stated a claim upon which relief
could be granted."
The 8th Circuit noted the state's justiﬁcation that the restrictions are in the public
interest by trying to blunt irresponsible alcohol use and underage drinking. But
the appellate court cited inconsistencies in the application of the regulations,
which permit advertising such generic things as "Happy Hour" and "Ladies
Night" - as well as marketing all sales, promotions and discounts - on the
retailer's premises.
The defendants "apparently are not as concerned with retailers baiting consumers
to drink excessively once they arrive," Chief Judge William Jay Riley wrote for
the three-judge panel.
In their 2013 lawsuit, the Missouri Broadcasters Association, Zimmer Radio
group, Springﬁeld winemaker Meyer Farms and Uncle D's Sports Bar & Grill in
St. Joseph challenged, among other things, the state's Discount Advertising
Prohibition Regulation. That rule makes it illegal for an alcohol advertisement to
mention prices, rebates or discounts, essentially barring references to such things
as two-for-one beer specials, a wine shop's going-out-of-business sale or a
restaurant special offer of a free drink with a meal purchase.
Calling such regulations an unconstitutional and "chilling" infringement of free
speech, broadcasters pressing the lawsuit have said the restrictions have cost
them immeasurable potential advertising money.
On Thursday, the St. Louis-based 8th Circuit declared that those suing over the
regulations have "included sufﬁcient allegations that the challenged provisions
did not directly advance the substantial interest of promoting responsible
drinking."
"A theoretical increase in demand for alcohol based on a lower price does not
necessarily mean any consumption of that alcohol is irresponsible," Riley wrote,
adding that "the multiple inconsistencies within the regulations poke obvious
holes in any potential advancement of the interest in promoting responsible
drinking."

Offer in compromise on Slotting Fee violation from TTB records:

FIGHT OVER STOLICHNAYA TRADEMARK HEADS BACK TO
COURT
The trademark battle over the Stolichnaya vodka brand, one of the longest
running trademark disputes, is back in court this week. Today an appeals court in
The Netherlands will hear a case against a 2015 order that SPI (which is Dutchincorporated) should hand Stolichnaya over to Russia, perthe Financial Times. If
the appeals court decides to uphold the decision, this could be a big win for the
Russian government as the order could be extended to 13 other European
countries.
BACKGROUND. Stolichnaya was initially created by the Soviet Union in the
'40s, and a Soviet state enterprise called V/O-SPI (later changed to VVO-SPI)

trademarked the brand. But during the collapse of the Soviet Union in the '90s
VVO-SPI was reportedly privatized by its directors under the name VAO-SPI,
which would go on to become controlled by SPI Group [see WSD 01-07-2016].
In 2000 a Russian court determined the privatization was not valid under Russian
law and the trademarks still belonged to the Russian Government. Russia then
formed Federal Treasury Enterprise Sojuzplodoimport (FTE) as the legitimate
owner of the vodka brand. In 2004 FTE ﬁled suit against Allied Domecq, who
had distribution rights at the time, in US federal court for infringements and
unjust enrichment. US federal courts dismissed the suit in 2004 and another in
2014, but it was reignited last year when the Second Circuit overturned the 2014
ruling.
WHERE IT STANDS IN THE US. A US court is set to consider the issue next
year, a case which is "more crucial" for the brand as the US represents about
45% of its volumes.

.

OKLAHOMA SEEKS TO DISMISS RETAILER SUIT
OVER WINE IN GROCERY
On Election Day last November Oklahomans voted in favor of legalizing wine
sales in grocery stores beginning in 2018. The Retail Liquor Association of
Oklahoma subsequently ﬁled a lawsuit to stop the ballot measure from taking
effect [see WSD 12-20-2016]. Now, the state has ﬁled a motion to dismiss the
suit.
You may recall, the retailers are challenging the law based on the Equal
Protection Clause because grocery and convenience stores can operate an
unlimited number of locations selling beer and wine, but liquor stores are limited
to just two. However, the state contends the retailers can't claim the Equal
Protection Clause because selling beer and wine is different and should be
regulated differently compared to selling spirits.
"Plaintiffs are not similarly situated as those who do not possess licenses to sell
spirits because - unlike all others - plaintiffs have been given the privilege by the
state to sell spirits. With that greater privilege comes greater responsibilities and
restrictions," per the motion.
To back up that assertion, the state claims that 19 other states regulate wine and
beer differently from spirits, and another ﬁve states make distinctions based on
alcohol concentration.
Addressing retailer claims that liquor stores would be treated unfairly under the
new provisions, the motion dismisses the idea that it would be more difﬁcult for
them to compete. "If they truly believe that they will no longer be able to survive
because of the license restrictions, they are free to give up their spirits license
and obtain as many wine and beer licenses as they please to compete with the
rest of the market."

"The public interest is clearly in favor of implanting Article 28A (which SQ 792
becomes as law)," says state Deputy Solicitor General Mithun
Mansinghani, per a local news afﬁliate. "There is no harm to plaintiffs for
violation of their rights since the Constitution has not been violated."
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Liquor lawsuit now waits in Cauthron's court
FEBRUARY 15, 2017
Simple Solution: State of Oklahoma should create a new license to allow Food
Stores to sell Oklahoma-Made Beers and Oklahoma-Made Wines. This would
allow Food Stores to sell more liquor and create jobs here in Oklahoma.
**************************************************************
OKLAHOMA CITY - The ﬁrst court hearing for the lawsuit ﬁled by the Retail
Liquor Association of Oklahoma over State Question 792 was initially set for
Feb. 14. The lawsuit was on Oklahoma County District Judge Aletia Haynes
Timmons' docket.
But a few weeks ago, Oklahoma Deputy Solicitor General Mithun Mansinghani
ﬁled a motion for removal. The case is now in the U.S. District Court of Western
Oklahoma and will be heard by Judge Robin J. Cauthron.
Mansinghani directed all questions about the change to the attorney general's
public information ofﬁcer, Lincoln Ferguson, who said via email that the AG's
ofﬁce does not respond to inquiries about pending litigation.
SQ 792 was approved by 65 percent of voters. It included several changes to
Oklahoma's liquor laws, including eliminating references to 3.2-percent beer,
allowing for the sale of cold high-point beer and wine in grocery and
convenience stores and the sale of non-alcohol items at retail liquor stores.
The Retail Liquor Association of Oklahoma and liquor store owner Joseph P.
Richard ﬁled the lawsuit in December, claiming that the changes allowed by SQ
792 - now Article 28A of the Oklahoma Constitution - violate the Equal
Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The lawsuit asks for a temporary
injunction against implementing any of the provisions of the new law.
Attorney General Scott Pruitt, the Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement
Commission, and ABLE Commission Director Keith Burt were also named in
the lawsuit.
Mansinghani said in his notice of removal that the case rises out of the U.S.
Constitution's 14th Amendment, making it a federal question.
RLAO and Richard's attorney Ann G. Richard-Farinha said she's not surprised
that the case was moved and that it does not change her strategy.
"We feel that our argument doesn't matter if we're in state court or federal court,"
she said.
Richard-Farinha ﬁled her response to the state's motion to dismiss on Jan. 27.
She asked for the dismissal motion to be denied, listing several reasons. She said
the plaintiffs have given facts to support a temporary injunction against the
implementation of Article 28, which will happen in October 2018.
She said in her motion the state contends that her clients face a heavier burden of
proof to overturn Article 28A because it was approved by voters. But a 10th
Circuit Court of Appeals decision states that if a law enacted by voters is likely
unconstitutional, (voters') interests do not outweigh the plaintiffs' interests in
having their constitutional rights protected.
"(The state) argues that 'the People' have chosen to promote competition and to
regulate the sale of spirits differently than wine and beer,'" she said in her
motion. "Plaintiffs have already shown that retail spirits licensees are similarly
situated to retail beer and wine licensees, so choosing to treat them differently is

discriminatory and unconstitutional."
The pace at which the lawsuit will ﬂow in federal court will depend on the
parties, said Lisa Molsbee, attorney at Christensen Law Group. She said federal
court's deadlines are stricter than district court, and the proceedings are much
more formal.
"To that extent, you have to step up your game," she said.
Richard-Farinha said Cauthron could make a ruling based on the briefs without
hearing oral arguments.

You can sue someone who broke into your email, but you'd better
ﬁnd proof fast
By Lorelei Laird
In August 2011, New York City teacher Chantay Sewell tried to log in to her
AOL account and couldn't. Shortly afterward, a message making defamatory
claims about her sex life went out from her email address. Seven months later,
the same thing happened with her Facebook account.
The consequences for Sewell, a middle school teacher, were considerable. "She
basically lost her job," says Sewell's attorney, Harvey Mars. And "you can
imagine that having something written on the Internet and sent to your family is
awful."
Sewell believed that her ex-boyfriend, Phil Bernardin, was responsible. But
Internet service provider records ﬁrst led to his wife, Tara Bernardin. Sewell sued
her for violations of the federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and the Stored
Communications Act.
Though Sewell had the wrong defendant, the original case against Tara led her to
believe that Phil was the true culprit. But a federal court in New York dismissed
her suit against him, saying the statute of limitations for both claims had run
because more than two years had passed since the initial AOL breach.
In a case of ﬁrst impression, the Manhattan-based 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals disagreed, drawing a distinction between the AOL breach and the
Facebook breach, which had happened within the two-year period. The ﬁrst
compromised account could not have put Sewell on notice of the second, the
court ruled. "We take judicial notice of the fact that it is not uncommon for one
person to hold several or many Internet accounts ... less than all of which may be
compromised at any one time," a three-judge panel wrote.
However, the court said, "the investigation necessary to uncover the hacker's
identity may be substantial." Because the 2nd Circuit requires a true name before
the statute of limitations runs out, this can have "troubling consequences."
Intellectual property attorney Evan Brown of Much Shelist in Chicago doesn't
see this as a major problem, because plaintiffs in this kind of case are often
highly motivated. But when defendants cover their tracks well, Brown says,
statutes of limitations can be an issue. It can take a lawsuit, a discovery order and
multiple rounds of subpoenas to identify someone.
"That clock can run out on you while you're just waiting to hear back in response
to a subpoena," says Brown, who writes the Internet Cases blog.

This article originally appeared in the January 2016 issue of the ABA Journal
with this headline: "Locked Out: You can sue someone who broke into your
email, but you'd better ﬁnd proof fast."

SUTTER HOME TAKES BREWERY TO COURT OVER
MENAGE A TROIS MARK
And the lawsuits continue to roll in this week, with Trinchero's Sutter Home
Winery ﬁling a trademark infringement suit on Monday against New York-based
Shmaltz Brewing Co. in the District Court of Northern California. Sutter Home
claims the brewery's Mannage a Trois package is "confusingly similar" to Sutter
Home's own Menage a Trois brand.
WHAT'S IN A NAME? Menage a Trois has been in use since about 1997 and
trademarked in 2006, and its portfolio is sold nationwide. Meanwhile, Shmaltz
Brewing recently released a variety 12-pack called Mannage a Trois, which
contains three different IPAs. Sutter Home alleges "the marks are virtually
identical, are similar in sight and sound, share the similar terms
Mannage/Menage in association with the identical term 'a Trois' and use such
marks on similar goods, namely, alcoholic beverages," per the complaint.
Sutter Home believes the similarity in brand names is likely to confuse
consumers into thinking the two are afﬁliated and the brewery "will unjustly
beneﬁt from such association." Sutter Home claims it made three different
attempts to contact the brewery this year about the infringement but received no
response. It is suing for trademark infringement, unfair competition and false or
misleading statements.
The winery is seeking preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, a recall of
what's already in the marketplace, monetary damages, attorneys' fees and
anything else the court deems appropriate.
.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Sutter Home sues Shmaltz Brewing over 'Menage a Trois'
trademark
By Jonathan Stempel
Shmaltz Brewing Co says some of its beer names, including several with Jewish
themes, "can be a bit unorthodox." Now a large California winery wants one of
those names to be reformed.
Sutter Home Winery Inc sued Shmaltz late on Monday, accusing the brewery of
infringing its "Menage a Trois" trademark by selling a 12-pack of its beers with
the "MANNAge a Trois" name.
Shmaltz, whose beers include the He'Brew line, uses MANNAge a Trois for the
sale of its Hop Manna, Hop Mania and Hop Momma India pale ales.
But Sutter Home, perhaps best known for its white zinfandel, called the name
"confusingly similar" to Menage a Trois, which it said it began using in 1997 and
trademarked in 2006.

Sutter Home said it has sold more than $1 billion of Menage a Trois red, white,
rose and sparkling wine since 2009, including over 32 million bottles worth in
excess of $193 million last year, and spends millions to promote it.
"Plaintiff owns extremely valuable goodwill in its Menage a Trois mark and the
mark has extraordinary ﬁnancial value," and Shmaltz should not "unjustly beneﬁt
from such association," Sutter Home said in its complaint.
The lawsuit seeks triple and punitive damages, and a name change. It was ﬁled in
San Francisco federal court.
Shmaltz and its lawyer did not immediately respond on Tuesday to requests for
comment. The company is based in Clifton Park, New York.
There were more than 4,200 U.S. craft breweries last year, according to the
Brewers Association, and the proliferation has resulted in many lawsuits over
beer names. One early alternative came a decade ago from Colorado's Avery
Brewing Co and California's Russian River Brewing Co.
Upon realizing they both sold Belgian-style ales called Salvation, they blended
them to create Collaboration Not Litigation Ale.
Case Number: 3:16-cv-06835
Court: California Northern
Nature of Suit: Trademark
Judge: James Donato
Sutter Home Winery, Inc. v. Shmaltz Brewing Company, LLC

SAZERAC'S OLD CHARTER FACING LABELING LAWSUIT
As Tito's is wading through the last of its labeling lawsuits , WSD has learned
Sazerac is facing a new one. Late last month Nicholas Parker ﬁled a proposed
class action in a US District Court for New York on behalf of Old Charter
bourbon purchasers. He claims Sazerac falsely represents Old Charter as an 8year-old bourbon when it isn't.
The plaintiff's side of the story is: "Old Charter used to be aged for 8 years, but
Defendants stopped that practice in approximately January 2014. The bourbon
bearing the Old Charter name is now aged for signiﬁcantly less than 8 years and
is of inferior quality to its former self. But in an attempt to upsell the newer,
younger, and inferior product, [Sazerac's] bottle labeling still misleads consumers
to believe that the bourbon is aged 8 years."
The alleged misleading labeling in question involves Sazerac's decision to leave
the label for the younger bourbon product unchanged from the 8-year-old
offering, except for omitting the words "aged" and "years" from the label.
"Despite the fact that Defendants switched the Old Charter bourbon to a younger
and lower quality spirit, the price remained the same. Consumers therefore got
stuck paying the premium price of an 8-year bourbon for a much lower-value
product," per the complaint.
Plaintiff is seeking an order declaring that Sazerac's labeling violates deceptive
practice laws (among others) and, you guessed it, monetary relief. Sazerac has
yet to ﬁle a formal response.

.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

OLD CHARTER BOURBON DISTILLER SEEKS DISMISSAL
OF FALSE ADVERTISING CLASS ACTION
Buffalo Trace Distillery Inc. is seeking dismissal of a class action lawsuit that
challenges the labeling on Old Charter bourbon.
Plaintiff Nicholas Parker brought this Old Charter bourbon class action lawsuit in
November 2016, alleging defendant Buffalo Trace Distillery falsely advertised
the length of time the bourbon is allowed to age.
Parker claims the label for Old Charter bourbon gives the impression that the
bourbon inside has been aged for eight years. But while that particular product
used to be aged that long, Parker says, the defendant now ages Old Charter for
signiﬁcantly less than eight years - making its labeling false and deceptive.
In Buffalo Trace's motion for dismissal, the company now argues that the
labeling for Old Charter bourbon doesn't promise an eight-year-old bourbon at
all.
According to the defendant, the label contains a freestanding numeral "8" and the
phrase "matured for eight seasons." The numeral "8" by itself does not make any
representation about the bourbon's age, the defendant argues. And under federal
regulations, the term "season" can include lengths of time shorter than a full year,
the company claims.
Buffalo Trace also says New York law allows the company to use the terms "8"
and "eight seasons" now that speciﬁc labeling has been approved by the federal
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, the agency in charge of regulating
age statements on distilled spirits.
Buffalo Trace also raises speciﬁc arguments against several of Parker's individual
claims. His request for injunctive relief also fails due to a lack of standing, as
Parker has failed to allege that he is at any risk for future harm, the company
argues.
In his original Old Charter bourbon class action lawsuit, Parker claimed the
defendants stopped selling genuine eight-year-old bourbon under the Old Charter
brand about two years ago. When the product changed, he alleges, Buffalo Trace
also changed the label, removing the words "aged" and "years."
But Parker argues the new label still creates the impression that Old Charter
bourbon has been aged longer than it actually has. The new label continues to
feature the numeral "8" where the old label bore references to an eight-year aging
period, he claims.
Representations like these are the type of information that consumers must be
able to rely on when deciding which product to buy, Parker argues. Consumers
are more interested in purchasing a bourbon with a longer stated age, he says,
and they are willing to pay more for it too.
By labeling Old Charter bourbon with these allegedly false and misleading
representations, Parker claims, Buffalo Trace exploits that consumer interest,
selling consumers a product of lower quality than what the label promises.
Parker further claims the quality of Old Charter bourbon changed for the worse
in 2014, at the same time the defendants shortened its aging period. He cites
various product reviews that note the drop in quality. One such review describes
the current bourbon as "strikingly inferior" to the former eight-year-old product.
The plaintiff is represented by Scott A. Bursor, Joseph I. Marchese and Yitzchak
Kopel of Bursor & Fisher PA.
The Old Charter Bourbon Class Action Lawsuit is Nicholas Parker v. Buffalo
Trace Distillery Inc., et al., Case No. 1:16-cv-08986, in the U.S. District Court

for the Southern District of New York.

California: TV, DRAFT SYSTEM AMONG "THINGS OF VALUE"
CITATIONS IN 34 ACCUSATIONS AGAINST CALIFORNIA
RETAILERS
Source: Beer Business Daily
January 20, 2017
Earlier this week we reported the California ABC had ﬁled an accusation with 20
counts against A-B house Straub Distributing for furnishing things of value -mainly, coolers -- to various retailers, going back to early 2014.
But now the ABC's scope seems much wider, as they're shining a spotlight on the
receiving end of payola: The retailers. They've recently ﬁled 34 separate
accusations against various retail licensees alleging "thing of value" violations
related to coolers and more.
They all involve A-B distributors. So far as we know, however, Straub is the only
distributor who stands accused. But in the retailer accusations, other A-B
distributors are named: Anheuser Busch LLC, and Anheuser-Busch Wholesaler
Development Corp.
And it's not just coolers these retailers received. One accusation, against a 7
Eleven, cited "One (1) LG Brand Television, from ANHEUSER-BUSCH, LLC
(File 515432), holder of a beer and wine wholesaler license."
And an on-premise guy is accused of receiving a Budweiser long draw draft
systems.
QUESTIONS REMAIN. All of these accusations end with a call for a hearing.

We're not sure when those might happen, or if they might be grouped; we're told
it's a possibility.
The California ABC told BBD that the agency "believes it is fair to say that this
investigation has involved the greatest number of licensees that we are aware of
in recent memory."
OK: If the accused are found guilty, are they able to choose to pay a ﬁne over
having their license suspended?
"It depends on the ultimate discipline," said John. "If the discipline is a license
suspension of 15 days or less, then the licensee may make a petition for offer in
compromise in lieu of serving the suspension. This is statutory."
For their part, as we reported earlier this week, A-B says they are cooperating
with California ABC regarding their inquiries into trade practice matters.
It's going to be a big year for regulation, as we predicted. Today there's even a
Brewers Association Power Hour dedicated to trade practice law.
.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
CALIFORNIA ABC ACCUSATION AGAINST STRAUB REACHED
PRE-HEARING RESOLUTION. We've been reporting on accusations that
the California ABC made last year regarding potential trade practice issues
involving coolers and more. In the case of A-B wholesaler, Straub, the case is
complete; BBD has learned they reached a pre-hearing resolution.

IN RETAILER FILES SUIT OVER MI OUT-OF-STATE
SHIPPING BAN W&S Daily 1.24.17
Earlier this month Michigan Governor Rick Snyder signed SB 1088 into law
allowing in-state retailers to ship to consumers but bans out-of-state retailers
from doing the same . You may recall, the National Association of Wine
Retailers said it would ﬁle a lawsuit over the law, but an Indiana retailer and
Michigan consumers beat them to the punch.
The complaint, ﬁled on Friday 1.20.17 in Detroit federal court, alleges that the
bill is in violation of the Privileges and Immunities Clause. Indiana-based
Lebamoff Enterprises operates 15 wine retail stores in Indiana. The consumer
plaintiffs - Jack Stride, Jack Shulz and Richard Donovan - claim they want to
buy directly from retailers like Lebamoff to gain greater access to older vintage
wines and limited production allocated wines.
"No substantial reason exists for denying citizens of Indiana the same privilege
to consult about, advise on, obtain, sell, deliver and ship wine to Michigan
consumers as is given to citizens of Michigan," per the complaint.
The plaintiffs are seeking a declaratory judgment and injunction barring the
enforcement of the law.
Lebamoff Enterprises, Inc. et al v. Snyder et al
Case Number: 2:2017cv10191
Filed: January 20, 2017
Court: Michigan Eastern District Court
Nature of Suit: Civil Rights: Other]
Complaint:
http://courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/MichiganWine.pdf
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks the following relief: A. Judgment declaring 235
IL ST 5/5-1(d) and 235 IL ST 5/6-29.1(b), unconstitutional to the extent that they
prohibit out-of-state wine retailers from selling, shipping and delivering wine
directly to Michigan consumers, as a violation of the Commerce Clause of the
United States Constitution. B. Judgment declaring 235 IL ST 5/5-1(d) and 235 IL
ST 5/6-29.1(b), unconstitutional to the extent that they prohibit out-of-state wine
merchants from obtaining licenses and engaging in their occupations in
Michigan, as a violation of the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the United
States Constitution. 2:17-cv-10191-AJT-SDD Doc # 1 Filed 01/20/17 Pg 6 of 8
Pg ID 6 7 C. An injunction prohibiting Defendants from enforcing those statutes
and requiring them to allow out-of-state wine retailers to sell, ship, and deliver
directly to consumers in Michigan. D. Plaintiffs do not request that the State be
enjoined from collecting any tax due on the sale of wine. E. An award of costs
and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988.
F. Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate to afford Plaintiffs full relief.

BREAKTHRU MOTION TO DISMISS EMPIRE CASE

Late last week Reliable Churchill, Breakthru Beverage's Maryland operation,
formally motioned to dismiss the Empire Merchants lawsuit ﬁled in September.
1.23.17
BACKGROUND. Empire Merchants ﬁled federal fraud charges against a long
list of defendants including: Empire co-owner and Breakthru co-chairman
Charlie Merinoff, Breakthru chief Greg Baird, Reliable Churchill, and several
Maryland retailers. Empire says the scheme, smuggling alcohol from Maryland
to New York, was devised to avoid paying taxes and has been going on for the
last eight years in violation of the Racketeer Inﬂuenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO) [see WSD 09-21-2016].
When last we reported on this story, Empire had bolstered its case against
Reliable by adding in statements from Maryland retailers conﬁrming the alleged
scheme along with new claims of retaliation from Breakthru [see WSD 12-142016].
MOTION TO DISMISS. Translated from attorney-speak, Reliable's argument is
that it was just doing its job and ﬁlling orders that were placed by retailers.
"After stripping away allegations relating to the dismissed nonparty indictment ,
reading the declarations for what they actually say (and not what Empire
Merchants would like them to say), and ignoring Empire Merchants' conclusory
allegations, the Court is left with the unremarkable story that Reliable, a licensed
Maryland wholesaler, ﬁlled the purchase orders of licensed Maryland retailers in
compliance with applicable laws," per the motion.
In regards to the statements made by Maryland retailers conﬁrming the alleged
scheme, the motion says: "Empire Merchants' RICO allegations against Reliable
overwhelmingly rely on unreasonable inferences drawn from the vague, redacted
declarations of one employee and one proprietor of two Retailer Defendants,
whom Empire Merchants' attorneys comically refer to as having 'ﬂipp[ed].'"
The motion goes so far as to say that Empire only ﬁled the suit to remain
relevant. "It is no coincidence that Empire Merchants sat on its hands and
refrained from pursuing litigation until it found itself embroiled in a tense
business environment of industry consolidation and fearing its loss of industry
relevance."
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Monday, January 23, 2017
Breakthru Steps Up Effort To Dismiss Empire Lawsuit With New Court
Filing
Late Friday night, Reliable Churchill and Breakthru Beverage Group aimed to
bolster their attempt to dismiss the federal lawsuit ﬁled against them by Empire
Merchants by ﬁling a memorandum of law that says Empire's claims are without
merit-and that Empire lacks the standing to make them. Not surprisingly, Empire
takes a different view.
The memorandum charges that Empire's suit over allegations of an interstate
smuggling scheme involving top Breakthru executives Charlie Merinoff and
Greg Baird relies "almost entirely on citations to a dismissed indictment of a

company that has not been named as a defendant in this action (Republic
National Distributing Company)." It adds that, "after stripping away allegations
relating to the dismissed nonparty indictment, reading the declarations for what
they actually say-and not what Empire would like them to say-and ignoring
Empire's conclusory allegations, the court is left with the unremarkable story that
Reliable (now a part of Breakthru Beverage after it was formed in early 2016 via
the merger of Wirtz Beverage Group and former Reliable parent Charmer
Sunbelt Group), a licensed Maryland wholesaler, ﬁlled the purchase orders of
licensed Maryland retailers in compliance with applicable laws. These
allegations do not provide Empire with standing to bring a civil RICO claim and
otherwise fail to plead facts sufﬁcient to survive a motion to dismiss."
The memorandum also takes issue with Empire's claims about Merinoff's
motives. Empire, New York's largest spirits and wine distributor, said in its initial
complaint that Merinoff's "ultimate goal was to coerce the principals of Empire
to cede control of the company as an independent operation by combining it with
the larger Charmer Sunbelt Group, which Merinoff controlled." The
memorandum states that Empire's complaint "does not allege that any acquisition
offer was made for Empire until November 11, 2016, almost eight years into the
alleged bootlegging scheme, when Breakthru which is not named as a 'RICO
defendant,' made an offer to acquire Empire. If not altogether implausible,
Merinoff's patience is certainly astounding."
Empire's attorneys say Breakthru's latest court ﬁling is just another attempt to
divert attention from their alleged illicit activity. "The Breakthru defendants and
their counsel will apparently say or do anything to try to cover up the Breakthru
defendants' participation in this massive bootlegging and retaliation scheme, as
detailed in Empire's racketeering complaint," said Empire attorney Randy
Mastro. "This motion, like the rest of their gamesmanship, will fail, and they will
be held accountable for what they have done, as co-conspirators of theirs have
now sworn in court documents."
Merinoff, the longtime CEO of Charmer Sunbelt, has also been a part-owner of
Empire since its inception in 2007, when it was created via the combination of
Charmer Sunbelt's and Peerless Importers' New York operations. Empire is
currently owned by the Merinoff/Drucker and Magliocco families. Merinoff is
co-chairman of Breakthru, the country's third-leading spirits and wine distributor,
while Baird-formerly a top executive both at Reliable and Charmer Sunbelt-is
now Breakthru's CEO.

Appeals court orders consolidation of Washington, Sullivan, Bradley
counties' liquor-by-the-drink tax suits
GARY B. GRAY * FEB 3, 2017 AT 10:16 PM
ggray@johnsoncitypress.com
Tennessee's Court of Appeals at Knoxville has ordered a consolidation of three
cases involving liquor-by-the-drink taxes and their distribution to school
districts, including two from Northeast Tennessee, and scheduled oral arguments
for them all on the same day.
The three cases are Washington County School System v. Johnson City, Sullivan
County v. Bristol, Tennessee, and Bradley County School System v. the City of
Cleveland.

A fourth case - Blount County Board of Education v. the City of Maryville involves similar issues, but the order states it was not included in the
consolidation because doing so would "unduly delay the hearing of the other
cases."
Attorney James Logan, who requested the order and represents both Washington
and Bradley counties, argued that state statute is, indeed, ambiguous, and that the
law says liquor-by-the-drink sales tax revenue should be distributed in the same
manner as property tax revenues.
"These three cases are in appeal status," Logan said Friday. "The issues present
within these cases reﬂect all of the alternative judgments that could be issued
regarding the distribution of money."
Each of the cases will be argued in front of a three-judge panel in Knoxville, and
their opinion will set the standards for all other similar cases statewide, Logan
added. The arguments will likely be heard in May or June.
According to law, the state collects all taxes and keeps half. This goes toward
education, much like the lottery. The other half is sent back to the local political
subdivisions, according to the amounts collected.
Attorney Rick Herrin represents Johnson City, as well as Kingsport and Bristol.
He has maintained that when the amounts are divvied up on the local level, that
half goes to cities with their own school systems, such as Johnson City Schools.
Johnson City gets about $500,000 a year from this source.
"No monetary judgement has been made against any of these municipalities,"
Herrin said Friday. "The litigation really only includes cities that operate their
own school systems. If these cities did not, we would be throwing in the towel."
Herrin said he supports the order "with the nuance that it is not a consolidation
(which the order states) of the cases, but a scheduling of all the cases on the same
day."
"I still feel the issue will be reviewed by the Tennessee Supreme Court,
regardless of the coming opinion," he said.
On Nov. 1, Sullivan County Chancellor E.G. Moody went against the trend of
similar cases elsewhere in Tennessee by declaring Washington County the
winner in its bid to share in Johnson City's liquor-by-the-drink tax revenues.
Moody ruled for Washington County in its lawsuit seeking back payment from
the city for taxes collected since the city's voters approved liquor by the drink in
1980. That ruling is being appealed.
Moody also ruled that Washington County present the evidence establishing its
claim at an evidentiary hearing to establish the the proper sum. That was not
completed.
Washington County's suit seeks $3.4 million, money county ofﬁcials say the city
should have shared with the county's school system. The city, like other cities
across the state, including Kingsport and Bristol, has taken the position the
revenue was generated inside the city, the city operates its own school system
and the money does not have to be shared.
The whole issue became a hot topic statewide a couple of years ago after
Hamilton County ﬁled a lawsuit against the city of Chattanooga, which wasn't
sharing the liquor-by-the-drink tax revenues even though it had ceased to operate
a city school system. Johnson City, though, still operates such a system.
On Sept. 30, First Judicial District Chancellor John Rambo denied Sullivan
County's claim to liquor-by-the-drink tax revenues, and instead ordered the cities
of Bristol and Kingsport monetarily compensated.
Rambo, who was overseeing the case in the Second Judicial District Chancery
Court in Bristol, ordered that Sullivan County pay Bristol $75,802 and Kingsport
$107,286. Sullivan County appealed that decision.

Bradley County Schools ﬁled a lawsuit to recover about $800,000 it felt was
owed by the City of Cleveland from past inaccurate distribution of the tax. In
August, Chancellor Jerri S. Bryant ruled in favor of the municipality. That ruling
also was appealed.
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Litigation Over Breath Test Puts Some Drunken Driving Cases on
Hold
Sara Brown
Thursday, February 9, 2017 - 2:52pm
UPDATED FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2017 - 12:45PM
At least a dozen drunken driving cases pending in the Edgartown district court
are on hold as a case about breath test accuracy works its way through the state
court system.
A decision could come soon on a lawsuit with more than 600 defendants that
takes up the reliability of breath test devices used by police, with defense
attorneys arguing that the devices are not reliable and should not be used as
evidence in drunken driving cases. The case is being tried before the Hon. Robert
A. Brennan, a district court judge in Concord. A hearing in the case ended last
week.
More than 1,500 cases in the commonwealth are unresolved pending the
outcome of the litigation, according to court documents. Edgartown district court
clerk-magistrate Liza H. Williamson said 12 cases are on hold in the court here.
The case centers on the technical workings and scientiﬁc reliability of the
Draeger Alcotest 9510, a breath testing device used by Massachusetts police in
drunken driving cases. Breath testing devices used by Massachusetts law
enforcement are under jurisdiction of the Ofﬁce Alcohol Testing, a division of
the state police. Judges have ordered the state to provide Alcotest 9510
instruments and source code available to the defense for testing, according to
court documents.
Lawyers representing drunken driving defendants are seeking to have breath
device results from the Alcotest 9510 excluded from any trial and deemed
inadmissible and unreliable in court. The case involves technical details about
breath test device settings, among other things. Two separate proceedings, one in
Boston Municipal Court and the other in Concord district court, were
consolidated last year in regards to the breath test reliability issue.
Meanwhile stays have been issued for other cases that might be affected by the
outcome, including the cases at the district court here. Stays suspend time
guidelines required for a speedy trial.
Cape and Islands district attorney Michael O'Keefe said Friday that his ofﬁce
only has a handful of cases involved that have been stayed pending the court
decision, and a previous case about breath test accuracy had been decided in
favor of the commonwealth.
"We'll see what the court does and we'll act accordingly," he said.
Edgartown attorney Robert Moriarty, who represents six defendants with cases
on hold pending the court case, said the case is important in light of the role
breath devices play in drunken driving cases. Mr. Moriarty said cases that have
been stayed involve drunken driving charges in which a jury could ﬁnd
reasonable doubt without a breath test result.

"That's not to say that the commonwealth does not have a very legitimate interest
in protecting its citizens," he said. "That is totally true. People should not do this,
drive if they've had too much to drink. But at the same time people should not be
convicted on speculative science either, and science that has not been fully
vetted."
A so-called Daubert-Lanigan hearing, which explored the science behind the
breath test, ended Feb. 3. A judge may hold a Daubert-Lanigan hearing as part of
a court case to consider whether scientiﬁc evidence and expert witness testimony
about it is reliable. The name comes from two Massachusetts court decisions that
set standards for judging evidence said to be based on science.
In a document ﬁled in court in January, representatives for the commonwealth
asked the court to deny the request, arguing that the Alcotest is reliable and uses
well-established technology that is not new or untested technology. The
commonwealth also said the issues discussed should help determine how breath
tests are weighed in cases, not whether they are admissible.
Lowell attorney Gregory Oberhauser, one of the defense lawyers in the case, said
Thursday the hearing was supposed to take four days and ended up running more
than two weeks.
"The top court found that the machine itself is new and the science behind it
needed to be explored," he said, adding that the hearing allowed the defense team
to look at and test the breath test devices and look at Ofﬁce of Alcohol Testing
policy.
The judge said he aimed to have a ruling by March 1, Mr. Oberhauser said, and
appeals are possible on either side. Mr. Oberhauser said there is a chance the
Supreme Judicial Court could take the case to make parts of the ruling ﬁnal so
cases can proceed.
Concerns about the breath devices date back several years. In April 2015
questions about testing prompted a review by the state Executive Ofﬁce of Safety
and Security, and several district attorneys, including Mr. O'Keefe, temporarily
suspended using breath testing devices as evidence in court cases. The review of
breath test records found no basis to doubt the reliability or accuracy of the
Draeger 9510 devices, according to a letter from the ofﬁce, but found two types
of operator error that could affect outcomes. Six relevant cases on the Cape and
Islands were dealt with, Mr. O'Keefe said in a press release at the time, and he
lifted the embargo on using breath test results after a few weeks.

Body cam video of $100 bills leads to many dropped charges
The Associated Press 2.19.17
DAYTONA BEACH, FLA.
Charges have been dropped in at least 18 central Florida criminal cases and
hundreds more could be reviewed while authorities investigate a sheriff's deputy
who investigators say was caught on his own body camera taking $100 bills from
a DUI suspect.
The fallout from Volusia County Deputy John Braman's resignation last month
continues as prosecutors prepare to send as many as 800 letters to defense
attorneys in cases he was involved in during his eight-year career.
The Daytona Beach News-Journal reports (https://goo.gl/sfQpdQ ) that among
cases dropped was the DUI charge against the man who allegedly had money
stolen from him by Braman. Volusia County Sheriff Mike Chitwood said Braman
told authorities he took the money because he's going through a divorce.

Braman is under investigation but hasn't been charged.

The Uncertain Legal Future of Wine Direct Shipping by the Retail Tier
BY BETHANY HATEF ON FEBRUARY 17, 2017
The Supreme Court of the United States' 2005 decision in Granholm v. Heald,
which required states allowing their own wineries to direct-ship to consumers to
also grant such privileges to out-of-state wineries, marked the beginning of a
new era of wine direct-shipping. With the relaxation of wine shipping laws
around the country following Granholm-nearly every state now allows wineries
to ship wine directly to in-state consumers-the wine direct-shipping landscape
has changed greatly over the past decade. Indeed, wine shipments in 2016 saw
double-digit growth in both volume and sales.
At the same time, growth in recent years in the online shopping industry has led
to new innovations in the wine retail space: the existence of a multitude of
internet wine retailers, wine-of-the-month clubs and mobile wine delivery apps
offers consumers greater access to wine. Many states-and courts-though, are now
grappling with the legalities surrounding direct shipping of wine by retailers, as
well as the role of unlicensed third parties in such transactions. Some states
prohibit retailers from directly shipping wine to consumers altogether, while
many others give in-state retailers the right to ship wine directly to consumers
while withholding the privilege from out-of-state retailers.
Most recently, in January 2017 Michigan enacted legislation allowing in-state
retailers to ship wine to in-state consumers, but prohibiting out-of-state retailers
from making such shipments. The new legislation, which amends Michigan's
existing statute addressing wine shipments, authorizes a retailer located in
Michigan to obtain a "specially designated merchant license" in order to ship
wine to in-state consumers. The specially designated merchant license is only
available to in-state retailers, so retailers located outside Michigan remain
prohibited from directly shipping wine to consumers in the state.
Unsurprisingly, given the requirements of Granholm (which, incidentally,
concerned in part a Michigan law), the new legislation retains the right of both
in-state and out-of-state wineries to ship wine directly to Michigan consumers
upon obtaining a direct shipper license. In fact, the new statute even reduces the
burden on wineries shipping to consumers; under the new law wineries will no
longer be required to include their direct shipper license number and the order
number on each shipping container, or the brand registration approval number for
each shipped wine on the accompanying invoice (although label registration
requirements will still apply).
The legislation does not go into effect until March 29, 2017, but already
litigation involving the new law has commenced. In late January 2017, an
Indiana retailer and several Michigan consumers sued Michigan's governor and
attorney general and the head of the Michigan Liquor Control Commission in
federal court, alleging the statute violates the US Constitution's Commerce
Clause and Privileges and Immunities Clause. Similar lawsuits are pending in
Illinois and Missouri.
Some courts have already interpreted the constitutionality of similar laws that
treat in-state and out-of-state wine retailers differently. While the US Courts of
Appeals for the Second and Eighth Circuits have interpreted Granholm to apply
only to differential treatment of producers and products (and not to wholesalers
and retailers), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals recently struck down as
unconstitutional Texas residency requirements burdening out-of-state

wholesalers and retailers. The Texas Package Stores Association appealed to the
Supreme Court based on the apparent "circuit split" created by the Fifth Circuit's
decision. Although the Supreme Court denied certiorari in November 2016,
differing outcomes in the currently pending suits could ultimately bring the issue
of wine direct-shipping back to the Supreme Court, providing an opportunity for
much-needed clariﬁcation of Granholm's scope.

False Advertising Issues Impacting the Alcohol Beverage
Industry
By Mike Annis on February 10, 2017
POSTED IN ALCOHOL & BEVERAGE
In the last few years, there has been an inﬂux of false advertising and labeling
claims targeting food and beverage producers, principally though consumer class
actions. The lawsuits seem to be an outgrowth of consumers' growing interest in
foods and beverages that are artisanal and locally grown or made. The beverage
alcohol industry has not been spared from these suits, seemingly bearing a
disproportionate load of claims including those alleging false "country of origin",
and those alleging misleading statements pertaining to methods of
manufacturing. Fortunately for the industry, courts have recently shown a
willingness to dispose of these cases early in the lawsuit, principally by way of
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim.
Late last year, the Southern District of California dismissed a case brought
against the makers of Red Stripe beer for using an allegedly misleading label
regarding the beer's purported country of origin. The allegations focused on
labeling statements such as "The Taste of Jamaica" and further suggestions in
advertising that the beer was a "Jamaican Style Lager." While long produced in
Jamaica, production of Red Stripe beer moved to the United States in 2012.
In its order dismissing the case, the court, using a "rational consumer" test,
determined "no reasonable consumer would be misled into thinking that Red
Stripe [was actually] made in Jamaica with Jamaican ingredients based on the
wording of the packaging and labeling." Red Stripe's labels were compared to
that of a "Swiss Army Knife" where "Swiss" modiﬁes "Army" as "Jamaican"
modiﬁes "Style" rather than suggesting the true country of origin for the ﬁnished
product. The court also noted that even if consumers believe it was once brewed
in Jamaica, no legal authority places a duty on its maker and distributors to refute
any pre-conceived notions consumers may have as to the product's country of
origin. Red Stripe's label clearly states, consistent with TTB regulations, that the
beer is brewed and bottled in Latrobe, Pennsylvania.
Beverage alcohol products touted as "craft" have also faced a number of suits
over the past few years. Perhaps most notable was the matter involving
MillerCoors' Belgian witbier Blue Moon. A class action was instituted in
California contending that use of the term "Artfully Crafted" was misleading to
consumers as it connoted the beer was a craft beer where in reality the product
was brewed in MillerCoors' Golden Colorado mega-brewery. The complaint
also alleged that Blue Moon was sold at a premium price, that MillerCoors
directs retailers to place Blue Moon alongside other craft beers, and that it

instructed retailers to refer to Blue Moon as a "craft beer." The case was
dismissed with the court concluding that a premium price does not amount to a
representation about the product and MillerCoors was not responsible for any
misrepresentations by retailers when it does not have "unbridled control" over
them.
The complaint against Blue Moon cited to the deﬁnition of a "craft beer"
proposed by the Brewers Association guidelines, which provides that entities
making "craft beers" produce less than 6 million barrels annually, are less than
25% owned or controlled by a non-craft brewer, and make beer using only
"traditional or innovative brewing ingredients." The Brewers Association,
however, admits that its deﬁnition of "craft beer" has no legal force. The court
generally ignored this putative deﬁnition in dismissing the class claims.
The phrases "handmade" and "handcrafted" have also been the subject of much
class action litigation in the United States. Several suits have been dismissed
against Maker's Mark, a whiskey-making subsidiary of Beam Suntory. Using the
same "rational consumer" test noted above, the judge in Salters v. Beam
Suntory found that "no reasonable person would understand 'handmade' in this
context to mean literally by hand" and that no national consumer would believe
that whiskey was made without substantial equipment.
Similar claims were made in no less than ﬁve suits brought against the makers of
Tito's Handmade Vodka. In general, the various class plaintiffs claimed that
"handmade" had to mean "made by hand, not by machine, and typically,
therefore of superior quality," a dictionary-based deﬁnition. Tito's, the lawsuits
explained, uses "mechanized and/or automated machinery and processes to
manufacture and bottle its vodka, rather than human hands." Several of these
matters were similarly dismissed in the early stages of litigation, again based on
ﬁndings that reasonable consumers were not being misled by the brand name or
by marketing that focused on the brand's modest beginnings. One of those cases,
however, survived a similar motion to dismiss, with that judge ﬁnding reasonable
consumers could be misled by the statements. Shortly before trial in that case,
the parties apparently resolved their disputes.
What This Means to You
Beverage alcohol manufacturers should exercise care in selecting brand names,
as well as coining label slogans and advertisements for their products.
Ambiguous or potentially misleading terms and claims regarding the product's
place of origin, ingredients used, or methods of manufacture can bring about
costly litigation in the form of class action lawsuits. Even though many courts
have ruled early in the litigation against the class plaintiffs, brewers, distillers,
winemakers, and other alcohol beverage brand owners should consider the
arguments made by the class plaintiffs when selecting brand names and
developing advertising and labels.
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